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Hyundai has issued engine-related recalls and a software update for some of its models. Click
the VIN validation link below to find out if your vehicle is affected. Hyundai is committed to
ensuring the quality and integrity of all our products through continuous improvement. In the
event of a safety-related defect in one of our vehicles, Hyundai acts swiftly and efficiently to
recall and fix the problem at no cost to affected customers. Vehicles sold by Hyundai are among
the safest in the industry. Hyundai quality is also among the best in the industry, ranking above
the industry average in J. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. Hyundai Engine Recall and Software
Update Information Hyundai has issued engine-related recalls and a software update for some
of its models. Recall Affected Vehicles. Certain model year Sonatas. Certain model year Santa
Fe Sports. Certain model year Santa Fes. Certain model year Velosters. Certain model year and
Sonata Hybrids. Check if your vehicle has been issued a recall. Certain model year and
Tucsons. See if your vehicle is eligible for a software update. Warranty Extension Hyundai has
extended the warranty of these vehicles for both original and subsequent owners for certain
engine repairs. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. The Hyundai Santa Fe is almost unchanged
compared to the previous model year, which means it still offers five passenger
accommodations for those seeking a family-friendly mid-size SUV. The Santa Fe's key selling
point is value, as it delivers a surprisingly long list of features considering its price point, along
with strong warranty protection. The base Santa Fe is equipped with a hp, 2. An eight-speed
automatic transmission is mated to both engines, while all-wheel drive is an option. Towing
capacity for the Hyundai is listed at 3, pounds. In our first test review of the almost-identical
Santa Fe , we found that the SUV "probably won't win many drag races against its competitors,"
even when found with the range-topping turbo engine which was sensitive to summer heat in
terms of performance. Despite its less-than-stellar speed, we found its handling to be
competent. More importantly, the Santa Fe's cabin delivered "best-in-class front seat
spaciousness and the best ratio of interior passenger and cargo space to exterior body size,"
which in combination with its ample safety equipment and excellent value makes it an appealing
choice for families concerned primarily with price and practicality. The Hyundai Santa Fe
features a 2. An eight-speed automatic transmission is included with every Santa Fe. This was
in combination with its Superior rating for its forward crash prevention system, as well as a
ranking of both Good or Marginal for its headlights, depending on trim level. This includes
forward collision warning with pedestrian detection and automatic braking, adaptive cruise
control, a driver inattention monitor, and lane keeping assistance. Blind spot monitoring with
rear cross-traffic alert is no longer standard on base models, but is available on higher trim
levels. The Hyundai Santa Fe offers Leg room for the front row of the SUV shows as The Santa
Fe features a 7. Satellite radio, the BlueLink telematics system, LED lighting, wireless device
charging, an Infinity stereo system, an 8. It is offered in three trim levels:. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many
variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. Limited
2. See All Specs. Cost Breakdown. Easy-to-use infotainment Strong features-to-dollars ratio
Excellent safety gear. Not the most composed cabin Lackluster base engine Plain interior
design Base model loses blind spot monitoring. Expand All What's New. Minor equipment
shuffling between trims SEL trim gains additional safety gear Blind-View Monitor feature now
available Ultimate trim no longer offered. What We Think. Performance and Fuel Economy.
Utility Cargo Space and Interior Room. Trim Levels Interior and Exterior Options. Key
Competitors:. All Model Years I agree that all creative assets including but not limited to photos,
logos, sketches, images and artwork are for editorial use only. All commercial use of these
creative assets, including but not limited to advertising, marketing and merchandising, is
strictly prohibited. New Smartstream 2. The hybrid propulsion system is the first application of
its kind in the Hyundai SUV line-up. In addition, a new, upscale Calligraphy trim will be offered
for the first time. Santa Fe internal combustion models will be produced at Hyundai Motor
Manufacturing Alabama and will arrive at dealerships by the end of the year, while the Santa Fe
Hybrid model will be produced in Ulsan, Korea and will arrive in the first quarter In addition, a
Santa Fe Plug-in Hybrid model will arrive later in The bold new face of the Santa Fe is enhanced
with a wider, three-dimensional grille and a striking T-shaped LED illumination signature,
including daytime running lights. The new silhouette sports a horizontal cabin profile, scalloped
lower door panels and a long, highly-defined hood, with character lines extending from front to
rear. Sharp shoulder crease lines connect front and rear LED lights, while rear reflector accents
visually link the LED rear taillights. The profile of the Santa Fe features a large daylight opening
DLO with a satin surround that provides a sleek appearance with excellent visibility. The alloy
wheels receive all new designs and add a new inch alloy wheel. The roof side rails have a fresh
design, and power-folding side mirrors with turn-signal indicators and puddle lamps are now
available. The Santa Fe interior now features a high-position console design indicative of a

premium SUV interior. A new floating center console design adds a more spacious feel
throughout the cabin. Available premium materials, including soft Nappa leather, soft-touch
padding, new ambient lighting and a new A multi-layered, three-dimensional instrument panel
and contrasting seat stitching convey premium touches throughout the cabin. In addition, rear
cargo area volume has increased by one-half cubic foot through optimization of the interior
packaging. Calligraphy builds upon the Santa Fe Limited model with the more powerful 2. The
standard powertrain is a Smartstream 2. This standard four-cylinder engine produces an
estimated horsepower at 6, rpm and an estimated lb. The powertrain also features Idle, Stop and
Go ISG capability to maximize efficiency in various heavy traffic conditions. The new 2. Santa Fe
also offers a high-output Smartstream 2. This all-new powerplant produces an estimated
horsepower at 6, rpm and an estimated lb. The wet dual-clutch transmission offers numerous
benefits when mated to the turbocharged engine, including high-precision shift response,
greater efficiency through reduced parasitic losses and increased torque capacity via the
enhanced lubrication of the oil-based wet clutch design. These all-new engines utilize both
direct-injection and multi-point injection technology to leverage the wider range of benefits from
each injection technology. Direct injection benefits from greater oxygen density in the
combustion chamber combined with increased atomization of the intake charge for maximum
power and efficiency, especially at mid- to high engine speeds. Conversely, multi-point injection
helps to reduce emissions at lower rpm and lower engine torque loads. Together, these two
injection systems are synchronized to yield ideal power, efficiency and low emissions
throughout the full range of engine speeds and operating conditions. The eight-speed
transmission for the standard 2. The automatic transmission adds ratio range at both the top
and bottom of output speeds allowing for extra thrust off-the-line and a quieter, more
fuel-efficient trip on the interstate. A multi-disc and individually controlled hydraulic channel
torque converter improves responsiveness by expanding the direct connection band, while a
downsized oil pump and double ball bearings minimize frictional losses. In the first-ever
application for the Hyundai SUV family, Santa Fe now offers a hybrid propulsion system for
eco-focused buyers. The hybrid powertrain features a Smartstream 1. This new six-speed
transmission is specially tuned for optimal efficiency, economy and driving performance in a
turbocharged HEV application. The turbo engine yields an estimated output of horsepower at 6,
rpm, with an estimated horsepower from the combined engine and motor system, and peak
torque estimated at lb. The HEV starter-generator and the electric drive motor are both
permanent-magnet type systems, with the hybrid starter-generator rated at 13kW and the
electric drive motor rated at 44kW 59 horsepower. The system utilizes a lithium-ion polymer
battery rated at 1. The HTRAC AWD system was developed as a multi-mode system, providing
an electronic, variable-torque-split clutch with active torque control between the front and rear
axles. The Sport setting gives a more agile feel by sending more available torque to the rear
wheels, for a sporty dynamic feel when desired. This system has a wider range of torque
distribution variability than many competitive systems and has been tuned to conditions such
as straight-line acceleration, medium- and high-speed cornering, and hill starts. Ride comfort,
handling and driving confidence are enhanced through key developments in the body structure,
braking system and rigidity of the Santa Fe. The Santa Fe body structure includes increased
high-tensile steel for greater body rigidity, improving ride and handling while reducing weight.
Noise from acceleration is reduced from a redesigned isolation pad in the instrument panel
structure. In addition, the aerodynamic coefficient of drag Cd for Santa Fe has improved from 0.
A series of sensors and systems often restricted to luxury SUVs combines to potentially warn
the driver and help take action in the event of a potential collision. Santa Fe is very popular with
families with children for good reason - its Hyundai Smart Sense safety feature suite is
extensive, including the following impressive list:. The Santa Fe is fitted with standard Forward
Collision-Avoidance Assist FCA with pedestrian, cyclist and junction-turning detection, an
advanced active safety feature that is activated when a vehicle, pedestrian or cyclist is sensed
in front of the car with potential for a collision. Blind-spot Collision-Avoidance Assist and Rear
Cross-Traffic Collision-Avoidance Assist help detect vehicles approaching from behind and
help to avoid potential collisions. This system now includes parallel parking situations as part
of its assistance. Lane Following Assist LFA may automatically adjust steering to help keep the
vehicle centered in its lane of travel and can help keep the vehicle centered on both highways
and city streets. Highway Driving Assist HDA is a driving convenience system that assists
drivers in maintaining the center of the lane, while keeping a safe distance to the car in front
and can help maintain vehicle speeds according to posted speed limits on federal interstate
highways. When a turn signal is activated, an image of the view from the corresponding wing
mirror is displayed in the If a passenger attempts to open the door when a car is approaching
from behind, a visual and acoustic warning on the center cluster may alert the driver and the

door may be locked. Wireless device charging makes it easier than ever to keep devices
fully-charged on the go. The system can also assist with various points of interest POI , weather
status and stock market data. The Hyundai Digital Key app also allows smartphones to control
selected vehicle systems remotely. Users can lock and unlock the vehicle, activate the panic
alert and start the engine. Digital Key allows owners to leave traditional keys at home and
allows secure sharing of keys with family and friends. The level of access to different vehicle
functions can be tailored to each shared key user for a defined period. Digital Key is currently
compatible only with phones using the Android operating system. Remote Smart Park Assist, a
segment-exclusive vehicle technology, allows owners to park and retrieve their Santa Fe from
the tightest of parking spaces from outside the vehicle, a very convenient feature. Before a
driver attempts to load passengers or luggage, the remote parking function can prove
particularly useful, bringing the vehicle out of a tight space. The driver simply uses the smart
key to drive the SUV forward or backward, into or out of a parking space, garage or any tight
parking situation. Remote Start uses a cellular data connection via the Blue Link app that allows
an owner to warm up or cool down a Santa Fe remotely, including its heated or ventilated seats,
a segment-exclusive feature. Santa Fe offers a premium sound system that is perfectly tuned to
the acoustic qualities of its upscale interior. The result is a more robust and enjoyable on-road
listening experience. Even more, Santa Fe offers a rear seat quiet mode which allows the driver
and passenger to enjoy their own music or media while reducing disturbance to the rear
passengers. Key driving information such as speed, Smart Cruise Control status, navigation,
safety features, speed limit, and audio system data is projected at a perceived virtual distance
approximately seven feet ahead of the driver for maximum legibility. Blue Link features can be
accessed via interior controls or through the MyHyundai. More details on specific Blue
Linkâ€”equipped vehicles available at Hyundai Assurance is made up of Owner Assurance, now
including complimentary maintenance, and Shopper Assurance, which together offer customers
a variety of ways to simplify the buying process and improve the owning and service
experience. Details on these promises include:. From the way we design and build our cars to
the way we treat the people who drive them, making things better is at the heart of everything
we do. Hyundai vehicles are sold and serviced through more than dealerships nationwide and
nearly half of those sold in the U. Please visit our media website at Cookie Disclaimer Our sites
use cookies and tags to provide a personalized site experience. Media Usage Terms I agree that
all creative assets including but not limited to photos, logos, sketches, images and artwork are
for editorial use only. I agree to these terms and conditions. Santa Fe Calligraphy Trim Santa Fe
adds a new premium Calligraphy trim for buyers seeking the ultimate in styling differentiation,
premium materials, exclusive features and advanced technologies. Powertrains Santa Fe now
offers three new and improved powertrain options. Combined Engine Injection Systems These
all-new engines utilize both direct-injection and multi-point injection technology to leverage the
wider range of benefits from each injection technology. Eight-Speed Automatic Transmission
The eight-speed transmission for the standard 2. Lane Following Assist Lane Following Assist
LFA may automatically adjust steering to help keep the vehicle centered in its lane of travel and
can help keep the vehicle centered on both highways and city streets. Highway Driving Assist
Highway Driving Assist HDA is a driving convenience system that assists drivers in maintaining
the center of the lane, while keeping a safe distance to the car in front and can help maintain
vehicle speeds according to posted speed limits on federal interstate highways. Remote Smart
Park Assist Remote Smart Park Assist, a segment-exclusive vehicle technology, allows owners
to park and retrieve their Santa Fe from the tightest of parking spaces from outside the vehicle,
a very convenient feature. Remote Start with Heated and Ventilated Seats Remote Start uses a
cellular data connection via the Blue Link app that allows an owner to warm up or cool down a
Santa Fe remotely, including its heated or ventilated seats, a segment-exclusive feature.
Premium Infotainment and Sound Systems Santa Fe offers a premium sound system that is
perfectly tuned to the acoustic qualities of its upscale interior. Add to Basket. After dropping a
row of seats and gaining a few inches here and there, the Hyundai Santa Fe could have
undergone an identity crisis. But, instead, it has returned with a new-found sense of confidence
as a distinctly midsize near-luxury SUV. The surprisingly spacious five-seater comes equipped
with an impressive offering of tech and safety features, even on its entry-level trim, making it a
strong competitor to the Honda Passport and Kia Sorento , with which it shares most of its
specs. And while the base horsepower engine may not impress, the optional turbocharged
in-line four, with hp and lb-ft of torque, will certainly get the job done. With a pretty price tag to
match the SUV's stylish good looks, it's not hard to see the Hyundai Santa Fe is a strong
contender in the segment. Only a year after its redesign, the Hyundai has dropped the Unlimited
trim for its lineup. Aside from that, most of the changes have been a behind-the-scenes
redistribution of available features. The base SE now gets access to a rear occupant alert as

well as a blind-spot warning and rear cross-traffic alert, while a wireless charging device is
equipped to each model above the SEL. The top-tier Limited gets a newly designed blind-view
monitor and stylish dark chrome exterior accents. There's no denying that Hyundai has
designed a handsome SUV. Riding on inch alloy wheels, set withing slim, sexy wheel arches,
the slightly larger body of the redesigned Santa Fe now has appealing curves and sleek halogen
headlights set below its sloping hood with a second, larger set resting below. The front grille is
set low and juts out with bold attitude, and there is chrome accent trimming and plastic out the
wazoo. For an even more imposing figure, the upper trims ride on inch alloys, while the
turbocharged engine demands inch alloys. A roof rail is available and the upper trims replace all
the standard lighting elements with LED variants. With typical midsize SUV dimensions, the
Santa Fe is able to maneuver around town without too much fuss, although, with a length of The
Depending on whether or not you spring for the roof rails, the Hyundai stands between But,
despite its size, the Santa Fe isn't a heavyweight, when compared to some of its rivals. The
lightest model weighs in at 3, lbs while the heftiest trim, at 4, lbs, is only a bit heavier than the
lightest Honda Passport at 3, lbs. Every model in the lineup shares the same dressing room,
with a choice of nine colors shared between them. For those who love to be noticed, there is
spicy Lava Orange or saucy Scarlet Red, while those with a more laid-back devil-may-care
attitude might prefer the cool Stormy Sea. Rounding out the selection is Earthy Bronze and
Rainforest, which each deliver a more neutral but rugged coat that makes the SUV look in-tune
with the great wide open. While it's not surprising that the new Santa Fe SUV sees no
mechanical changes just one year after its redesign, it's still disappointing to be stuck with the
uninspiring powering options. An efficient, albeit disinterested, eight-speed automatic
transmission rows the gears for either a hp 2. Each engine can be fitted to either a front-wheelor all-wheel drivetrain, with the latter only slightly improving traction off the line. The weaker
standard engine has been reported to make the 0 to 60 mph sprint in a lazy nine seconds, while
the more appealing turbo shaves almost a full second off that time. However, neither powertrain
can be deemed particularly quick, especially compared to rivals like the Kia Sorento, which is
able to complete the spring in under eight seconds with its V6 engine, according to the same
testers. When equipped with the standard four-cylinder engine, the SUV is capable of towing up
to 2, lbs of brake-controlled weight. The beefier turbocharged variant increases this figure to 3,
lbs. This is on par with the 2. A choice of two engines is available to aspiring Santa Fe owners.
The standard engine is a 2. While these figures are by no means insufficient, especially
considering the relatively light weight of the SUV, this engine won't inspire even the most
insipid of driving enthusiasts. It will get you around town, but it won't do it quickly with, and
passing on the highway will require you to put the pedal to the metal, quite literally. The more
impressive beast develops hp and lb-ft, and is also not restricted to a single drivetrain. This
extra boost in power is certainly noticeable, as getting up to 60 mph takes almost a full second
less. Passing on the highway also feels far less like flogging a stubborn mule. Regardless of the
engine you choose, an eight-speed automatic transmission will be choosing your gears for you,
with no manual option provided. While shifts are smooth, they aren't eager, contributing to the
Santa Fe's relatively laidback attitude to getting you around. While by no means a powerful or
athletic SUV, the Santa Fe is a capable driver with a composed profile. As with most
city-oriented vehicles, it handles briskly around town thanks to its light and responsive
steering. And while the steering wheel doesn't center well enough to inspire confidence at
higher speeds, it does receive some feedback from the wheels to give you a sense of what is
going on underneath you. The brakes are a bit more inspiring, however, biting eagerly when
applied, which can be surprising to those who are more accustomed to lackadaisical town cars.
During daily driving, the Santa Fe remains composed, for the most part. Consistently uneven
surfaces can throw the suspension a curveball, but they won't cause it to lose its temper, as it
wiggles to find its footing. Larger mid-corner bumps are taken in the SUV's stride without a
fuss. Still, this isn't the vehicle we'd take off-road. But if you feel that the suspension isn't to
your liking, you can opt for the self-leveling air suspension. Despite how well the SUV handles,
it never delivers any sense of excitement, in part because of the lackluster base engine. But
even the turbocharged inline-four won't get your blood pumping. On the plus side, the ride
comfort is above average, and the cabin handles noise extremely well. As stated before, only
extremely uneven surfaces cause any noticeable problem, but the odd sharp bump can elicit an
alarming groan from the vehicle. The Santa Fe fairs relatively well in terms of gas mileage when
compared to rivals, although it often competes with V6 engines like the one found in the Honda
Passport. With the standard 2. Switching to all-wheel-drive loses about one mpg across the
board. By comparison, the 3. The 2. If economy is your priority and these figures are too low,
you'll have to look at hybrid variations in the segment. With an A well-appointed and stylish
interior greets you when you open the large doors on the midsize SUV. There is ample room to

seat four comfortably, and the standard cloth upholstery is serviceable, although you can
upgrade to leather. While there isn't a plethora of standard features, there is certainly enough
tech on board to keep the discerning buyer happy. The controls are laid out in an intuitive
manner, too. Moving up the trim levels sees the list of features, and the overall comfort of the
SUV, border on luxurious. The inclusion of smartphone integration on even the base SE trim is
a welcome reprieve from the many manufacturers that expect you to pay extra. It's just a shame
that dual-zone climate control is reserved for the top-most trims. There is seating provided for
up to five passengers inside the Santa Fe, but trying to fit even three teens in the rear seat
might be pushing your luck. Although head- and legroom is pretty generous in the back, the
SUV isn't all that wide, so shoulder room can run out fairly quickly. The front seats get ample
legroom, but taller drivers might find the roof a little too low for their liking. The driver gets a
six-way manual seat with two-way power lumbar on the base trim, while an eight-way power
seat is standard from the SEL up - it is optional for the passenger seat. Visibility is, for the most
part, pretty good, but the chunky rear pillars do create some unwelcome blind spots. Ingress
and egress are extremely simple, matters thanks to the wide-opening doors and well-positioned
seats. The Hyundai Santa Fe's interior is styled simply but attractively. Cloth upholstery is
standard on the SE and SEL, but leather is optional on the latter, and standard on the upper
trims. While the leather is naturally more premium, even the cloth material feels good on the
supremely comfortable seats. Regardless of which upholstery you end up with, the color
choices are standard across the range: pure Black, Beige on Black, or Gray on Espresso. No
accents or trims are present besides the base color choice. The cabin is well-built, with no
noticeable squeaks or mismatched paneling. The Santa Fe is quite generous when it comes to
trunk space, but it's not class-leading. Behind the rear seats, buyers are presented with If that's
not enough space for your stuff, then you have too much stuff - although the Honda Passport
could probably accommodate it with its The Hyundai SUV does offer a compartment under the
cargo floor, however, as well as several tie-downs to secure your more delicate items. Around
the cabin, the door pockets are large enough to hold your water bottles, and the center console
bin is quite generous. A tray is provided beside the gear shifter for your loose items and the
passenger-side shelf is deep, providing ample space for items you don't want to risk slipping
onto the floor. The optional wireless charging pad beneath the infotainment system can safely
accommodate your smart devices, too. The Hyundai Santa Fe is a whole lot of car for the price
you pay, and the list of standard features is quite impressive. On the base model, you will get
basic air conditioning, a six-way manual driver's seat with two-way power lumbar support, and a
tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel. Set within the instrument cluster is a monochromatic driver
information display, which is upgraded to a seven-inch color display on the upper trims.
Standard conveniences include cruise control, keyless entry, and a rearview camera, while the
SEL adds keyless ignition. Heated front seats with eight-way power adjustment are also
available on the second-tier trim, while the 2. While the standard Santa Fe is only equipped with
a rearview camera, forward collision alert, lane-keeping assist, a driver attention system, and
rear occupant alert, blind-spot warning, a blind-spot camera, rear cross-traffic alert, and a
surround-view camera are available. The top-tier Limited also gets a snazzy head-up display.
Standard from the SEL up is Hyundai's Safe Exit Assist, which prevents the doors from opening
when a vehicle is detected approaching from the rear. A panoramic sunroof and a hands-free
liftgate are installed on each model above the standard SEL. The infotainment suite is built
around Hyundai's easy-to-use seven-inch color display, although the Limited adds an extra inch
to its interface, just to show off. Four dual USB ports are provided, three of which are solely for
charging your smart devices. But if that sounds too archaic for you, the Limited shows off once
again with a high-tech wireless charging pad. Power has rated the latest edition of the Santa Fe
at 81 out of for dependability - a pretty high score. And while the model has not been recalled as
yet, the model, fresh from its redesign, was recalled for damaged side curtain airbags. Hyundai
offers a segment-leading array of warranties on new purchases. Additionally, five years of
unlimited roadside assistance is provided, too. The Hyundai's safety award is well-earned, with
a long list of safety features available once you reach the top trim. Even the base model comes
equipped with ABS, stability and traction control, forward collision avoidance, pedestrian
detection, lane-keeping assist, a driver attention system, high beam assist, rear occupant alert,
a rearview camera, and six airbags: dual front, front side, and side curtain. Blind-spot and rear
cross-traffic collision avoidance are added with the upgrade to the SEL, along with Hyundai's
Safe Exit Assist, which prevents the doors from being opened when a vehicle is approaching
from the rear. The top-tier model gets the newly designed blind-view monitor as well as a
surround-view camera, rear sonar, and an ultrasonic rear occupant alert. Hill-start assist is
standard, while downhill brake control is available when you equip the all-wheel drivetrain.
Vehicles like the Santa Fe are a dime a dozen in the USA these days, so standing out in the

segment is no easy feat. The Hyundai Santa Fe may be a handsome vehicle but its subtle styling
doesn't do much to recommend it at first glance. However, once you take a closer look, the
appeal of the midsize SUV becomes obvious. While the base powertrain won't wow even the
most timid of drivers, the optional turbocharged four-cylinder manages to keep more avid
enthusiasts interested. Still, the Santa Fe will never match the quickness of sportier rivals, like
the Kia Sorento, who put more emphasis on performance. But, often, these same rivals make
sacrifices in areas where Hyunda's newest SUV shines. A comprehensive safety suite, which
comes standard with advanced features you often have to pay extra for, combined with an
easy-to-use and up-to-date infotainment system, presents prospective buyers with a tempting
complete package. Add to this the large trunk and exemplary passenger space, and it's not hard
to see why the Santa Fe scores so well with critics. It's true that many rivals offer better
features, space, and cargo capacity, but few can claim to do it all, and those that do usually
come with a much higher price tag. If you're looking for a well-balanced SUV for the family that
can still run slightly heavier-duty errands around town or up and down the highway, then the
Hyundai Santa Fe deserves your consideration. Affordable, dependable, safe, and
well-appointed, the SUV easily makes our shortlist, and it should be on yours too. However, the
two upper trims are available with the 2. As the name suggests, the 2. Mated to each engine is
an eight-speed automatic transmission. The SE comes equipped with inch alloy wheels,
automatic halogen headlights, and LED daytime running lights. Safety features include a
rearview mirror, lane-keeping assist, forward collision avoidance, and a driver attention
warning. Cruise control and basic air conditioning come standard, along with a rearview camera
and keyless entry. The SEL is equipped with fog lights and a panoramic sunroof, and adds
push-button start and a seven-inch driver information display. It also receives an eight-way
power driver's seat and heated front seats. HD Radio and SiriusXM expand on the infotainment
offering, while the safety suite is bolstered by the addition of blind-spot warning, rear
cross-traffic alert, and Safe Exit Assist. The SEL 2. It also upgrades the sound system to a
speaker Infinity premium audio system and installs an eight-way power passenger seat as
standard. A wireless charging pad is provided along with an auto-dimming rearview mirror, LED
interior lights, and dual-zone climate control. Furthermore, it receives an ultrasonic rear
passenger alert and rear sonar. The top-tier Limited adds four-way power lumbar and leg
cushion extensions to the now-ventilated front seats, along with driver-seat memory functions.
The rear seats gain heating and power cargo-area releases. The infotainment display is
upgraded to an eight-inch model, and a head-up display is installed to help navigate the added
driver-assist features. These comprise a surround-view camera and a blind-spot camera. The
turbocharged engine also improves the SUV's towing capacity. As with most Hyundai cars,
every Santa Fe model comes packed with a great selection of features, but we wouldn't blame
you for wanting just a little more. Unfortunately, the only trim that offers comprehensive
package options is the SEL. It also adds side-mirror turning signals, leather upholstery, and an
eight-way power passenger seat. However, this requires you to shell out for the more expensive
turbo engine. That's just fine if you can afford it, but if you want to keep to a budget, we suggest
settling for the standard SEL, as it offers the improved safety of fog lights, blind-spot warning,
rear cross-traffic alert, and Safe Exit Assist. It doesn't do much to improve the upholstery or
infotainment suite, but you can do that yourself by adding the Premium or Convenience
packages. In terms of power, the Sorento uses the same base engine as its sister-company
rival, a 2. However, rather than opting for a more trendy turbocharged four-cylinder on its upper
trims, Kia equips a torquey V6 engine that develops hp and lb-ft. This extra power sets it apart
as the better performer on the road. Inside, Kia's crossover is just as spacious as the Santa Fe,
but the third row of seats can make it feel cramped. And, while the standard trunk is only Where
the Santa Fe pulls ahead, however, is in the availability of advanced safety features on even the
lower trim levels. And with a slightly higher price tag, and identical mileage figures, the Kia
Sorento, even with its 3rd row of seating, can't quite compete with the new Hyundai Santa Fe
when it comes to value for money. With a smaller profile and a lower price tag to match, the
Hyundai Tucson will definitely appeal to the economically minded. The smaller crossover isn't
quite as up-to-date as its larger sibling, but it has managed to move with the times with modern
features like smartphone integration coming standard. It also gets similar safety features to the
Santa Fe, with forward collision avoidance and lane-keeping assist installed on the base SE
model. As you'd expect from a more budget SUV, the Tucson gets a weaker engine, a 2.
However, the upper trims get access to a 2. The smaller size and lighter weight of the Tuscon
mean that it manages just fine with these lower figures. But it also doesn't provide as much
passenger room or trunk space, although 31 cubic feet is still impressive, and the fold-down
rear seats help it stay competitive. Overall, the Tuscon is definitely worth considering if you
have a smaller budget, or a smaller family to consider. Check out some informative Hyundai

Santa Fe video reviews below. Pros and Cons Capable optional turbocharged four-cylinder
engine Spacious and stylish interior Adequate cargo capacity Impressive warranties on new
purchases Long list of safety features at top trim level. Disappointing standard four-cylinder
engine Mediocre fuel economy Uninspiring drive. Best Deals on Santa Fe. Dimensions With
typical midsize SUV dimensions, the Santa Fe is able to maneuver around town without too
much fuss, although, with a length of Length Wheelbase Height Max Width Front Width Rear
Width Exterior Colors Every model in the lineup shares the same dressing room, with a choice
of nine colors shared between them. Santa Fe Performance While it's not surprising that the
new Santa Fe SUV sees no mechanical changes just one year after its redesign, it's still
disappointing to be stuck with the uninspiring powering options. Engine and Transmission A
choice of two engines is available to aspiring Santa Fe owners. Santa Fe Gas Mileage The Santa
Fe fairs relatively well in terms of gas mileage when compared to rivals, although it often
competes with V6 engines like the one found in the Honda Passport. Fuel Tank Capacity. Fuel
Economy. Seating and Interior Space There is seating provided for up to five passengers inside
the Santa Fe, but trying to fit even three teens in the rear seat might be pushing your luck.
Seating capacity. Front Leg Room Front Head Room Rear Leg Room Rear Head Room Santa Fe
Infotainment and Features. Features The Hyundai Santa Fe is a whole lot of car for the price you
pay, and the list of standard features is quite impressive. Infotainment The infotainment suite is
built around Hyundai's easy-to-use seven-inch color display, although the Limited adds an extra
inch to its interface, just to show off. Hyundai Santa Fe Key Safety Features The Hyundai's
safety award is well-earned, with a long list of safety features available once you reach the top
trim. Hyundai Santa Fe Additional Packages As with most Hyundai cars, every Santa Fe model
comes packed with a great selection of features, but we wouldn't blame you for wanting just a
little more. Check out other Hyundai Santa Fe Styles. Hyundai Santa Fe Popular Comparisons.
Hyundai Santa Fe News. Hyundai is no longer developing new oil-burners as it transitions to
EVs. It'll be one of the most stylish trucks in the business. If you want three rows, Hyundai says,
you'll be much happier in the Palisade. Now Buzzing. Santa Fe. Change Year: New. Hyundai
Santa Fe For Sale. Hyundai SUVs. Login Sign Up. Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By
Price. SEL 2. Limited 2. Kia Sorento. Hyundai Tucson. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
The monthly payment is based on the price of this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you
choose to lease, you can also use the payment calculator to determine your lease terms. Unlike
other websites and magazines, our ratings are not based solely on a singular road test, but
rather a more encompassing batch of criteria: quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel
economy, reliability history and value. When comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's
important to note that the rating earned by each vehicle correlates only to the models within its
class. Only the most exceptional vehicles achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the
best vehicle in its class. Decent, but not quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key
features found in vehicles of the same class. Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car
buyer would come to expect for the price. Hyundai treated its perennially-popular Santa Fe to a

major refresh for The biggest update is visual: the new front end has more than a passing
resemblance to Hyundai's larger Palisade SUV. The rear is also privy to some visual massaging,
though the updates aren't as blatant as they are up-front. Widening the scope of the Santa Fe is
a new top-spec Calligraphy trim as well as a hybrid option, the latter representing the first
hybridized Hyundai SUV. The conventionally-powered models benefit from a new 2. With all the
new choices, picking out your favorite Santa Fe just got a lot harder. The new Calligraphy trim
brings the total trim count up to four. The big news is the available 1. Of those, the base trims
go without a turbo, while the upper trims benefit from forced induction. Each engine is limited to
two trims each. The base 2. You're out of luck if you wanted a Calligraphy Hybrid or a turbo SE.
An eight-speed dual-clutch automatic backs up the pair of 2. That's a bit of an unusual gearbox
for a family car; typically, the dual-clutch design is reserved for sports cars that deliver hard,
fast shifts. Once we review the new Santa Fe we'll be able to say for sure whether Hyundai has
been able to appropriately train their dual-clutch for crossover duty. Unlike its corporate twin,
the seven-passenger Kia Sorento , the Santa Fe is only set up to seat five. The backseat boasts
42 inches of legroom - about as much as the average front passenger-seat legroom - and
headroom is an equally generous 39 inches. Those figures are in line with the Sorento, but
without the third row, the Santa Fe simply isn't as versatile as its Kia counterpart. Stay tuned on
whether a three-row Santa Fe eventually hits showrooms. The Santa Fe boasts 36 cubic feet
behind the second row and 72 cubes of storage in total. The Sorento outdoes it only by a cube
or two. Hyundai makes an assortment of active-safety features standard on the Santa Fe,
including automatic emergency braking, adaptive cruise control, active lane control, and a
driver attention warning. The forward collision avoidance system can detect pedestrians and
cyclists and works when turning left as well. Higher trims add additional safety features. The
SEL gains blind-spot monitors and rear cross-traffic alert; the Limited adds remote smart
parking, audible parking sensors front and back, and a surround-view camera. A novel
blind-spot camera, which displays footage of the Santa Fe's blind spot in the infotainment
screen, is also standard on the Limited. Most trims come standard with an 8. The Limited and
Calligraphy swap out that unit for a larger Besides all aforementioned features, the SE comes
with keyless entry, inch wheels, LED headlights, and body-color trim. The interior gets cloth
upholstery, dual USB ports, a 4. Otherwise, there's not much here in terms of amenities. The
SEL adds features like wireless charging, an eight-way power driver's seat, heated front seats
and heated side mirrors, and a proximity key. Remote start and roof rails come standard as well.
It goes for total luxury with leather upholstery, a power passenger's seat, the larger touchscreen
with navigation, Harmon-Kardon audio, and a panoramic sunroof. The turbocharged Limited
includes all the amenities in the SEL's two option packages. It also benefits from rain-sensing
wipers, ventilated front seats, a memory seat for the driver, power-folding side mirrors, a heated
steering wheel, and inch wheels. The flagship model is the new Calligraphy, immediately
recognizable by its exclusive grille, quilted Nappa leather interior, and ambient lighting. It also
comes with a head-up display, premium interior trim, and an eco-friendly headliner. Tempting as
the quilted leather on the Calligraphy is, we would buy an SEL with the Convenience Package,
as it represents the best mix of values and features. While the SEL is available with the thrifty
hybrid, the base engine is good enough on gas that we probably wouldn't upgrade from there.
We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give you a great price on the new
Hyundai Santa Fe. This is how it works:. We have information you must know before you buy
the Santa Fe. We want to send it to you, along with other pricing insights. I agree to receive
emails from CarsDirect. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. We will not spam you,
and will never sell your email. Privacy Policy. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct.
Est Monthly Loan. Incentives Incentives that help lower the selling price of a vehicle. Money
Factor Represents the interest charged on a lease. May require top-tier credit to qualify for the
best rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset. CarsDirect
ford 460 ignition coil
chinese scooter repair manuals
mini cooper a pillar trim
Target Price. Expert Rating. You can interpret our ratings in the following way: 5-Star:
Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the road. Anthony Sophinos. What's
New Hyundai treated its perennially-popular Santa Fe to a major refresh for Engine Choices The
big news is the available 1. Passenger and Cargo Capacity Unlike its corporate twin, the
seven-passenger Kia Sorento , the Santa Fe is only set up to seat five. Safety Features Hyundai
makes an assortment of active-safety features standard on the Santa Fe, including automatic
emergency braking, adaptive cruise control, active lane control, and a driver attention warning.
Connectivity Most trims come standard with an 8. Price It New. Get Lease Quote. See Used

Santa Fe Listings. Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a tool in your negotiation. The dealer will
help you with financing or leasing, as well as trade-in options. Insider Information We have
information you must know before you buy the Santa Fe. Your Email Submit.

